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It is demonstrated that an infinite set of string-tree level on-shell Ward identities, which are valid 
to all a--model loop orders, can be systematically constructed without referring to the string field 
theory. As examples, bosonic massive scattering amplitudes are calculated explicitly up to the 
second massive excited states. Ward identities satisfied by these amplitudes are derived by using 
zero-norm states in the spectrum. In particular, the inter-particle Ward identity generated by the 
Dz®Dz· zero-norm state at the second massive level is demonstrated. The four physical propagating 
states of this· mass level are then shown to form a large gauge multiplet. This result justifies our 
previous consideration on higher inter-spin symmetry from the generalized worldsheet a--model point 
of view. 

Since V eneziano1
l derived the massless gravitational and Yang-Mills Ward iden

tities for hidden symmetries of string theories from the canonical transformations of 
the string phase-space path integral, there has been an attempt by Kubota2

l to 
generate new Ward identities corresponding to higher massive string states. Recent
ly, the target space-time Woo-symmetries of 2D string theory, first proposed by Avan 
and Jevicki3

l in the context of the collective field representation of c=l matrix 
model,4

l were suggested to associate with higher-level string states.5
l Subsequently, 

the corresponding on-shell Ward identities were discussed by Klebanov and many 
authors.6l 

The proposal of Kubota and the encouraging results of the toy 2D string theory 
as discussed above suggest that there exist an infinite set of Ward identities in the 
higher dimensional critical string theories. These Ward identities are expected to be 
associated with stringy symmetries proposed in Ref. 7) where symmetries are directly 
related to the zero-norm states in the spectrum, and may even be related to the works 
of Gross8

l and of Atick and Witten,9
l which claim infinite symmetry structures of 

string gets restored at very high energy. However, the approach of Kubota uses the 
vertex operator proposed by Ichinose and Sakita.10

l The vertex operator of Ref. 10) 
contains a string field in it, hence is analogous to the unpleasant second-quantized 
string field theory formalism. In addition, there are other drawbacks in the above 
approach, e.g., the off-shell ambiguities remain and there seems to have no underlying 
principle to choose appropriate gauge functions which generate the proposed higher 
spin Ward identities. These drawbacks make it difficult to make any physical 
interpretations of the identities (see Ref. 7)). A general principle which allows one to 
explicitly write down these Ward identities seems necessary. 

In this paper, we will derive the explicit form of massive on-shell Ward identities 
by using zero-norm states in the bosonic string spectrum. The advantages of our 
approach are that off-shell ambiguities are avoided, and we can easily write down an 
infinite set of string-tree level on-shell Ward identities after a systematic construe-
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tion of zero-norm states in the spectrum. These Ward identities, which are valid to 
all 6-model loop (a') orders, indicate that quantum string theories do possess an 
infinite number of high energy symmetry structures as was conjectured in Refs. 7) 
~9). We will first calculate the massive string-tree level scattering amplitudes up to 
the second massive states in the most general gauge choice, then use the previously 
calculated7

> zero-norm states to derive the corresponding Ward identities. Of partic
ular interest, the Ward identity corresponding to the Dz®D2 zero-norm state11

> 

explicitly relates amplitudes.of four different spin states at the second massive level. 
The corresponding symmetry transformation law (in the first order weak field approx
imation) of the four background fields can then be constructed. This result justifies 
our previous consideration on higher inter-spin symmetries from the generalized 
6-model point of view, and is a general feature for higher massive levels. Although 
the decoupling of zero-norm states from the string amplitudes has been proved for a 
long time by the so-called "canceled propagator argument" in the context of "old 
fashioned" operator method/2

> its implication on the physical amplitudes was always 
ignored and not clear so far. On the other hand, our approach will be based on 
Polyakov functional integral method. Moreover, through the uses of explicit form of 
zero-norm states which can be calculated to any higher massive level, one can easily 
write down infinite relations among string scattering amplitudes. Our results can be 
generalized to the superstring massive states. One can easily write down the symme
try transformation laws of the massive background fields after explicitly deriving the 
Ward identities. These transformation laws turn out to be too messy to obtain from 
the worldsheet 6-model approach.13

> 

For simplicity we will consider one excited state whose decay process going into 
three tachyons. The open string massless vector amplitude has been calculated14

> to 
be (we use the notation of Ref. 14) and assume product of fields at the same point to 
be normal ordered throughout the text) 

(1) 

with 

ToP r( -f-1)r( -f-1
) [kgf.L(s/2+1)-klf.L(t/2+1)], 

r(~+2) · 
(2) 

where cp is the vector polarization and s, t and u are the usual Mandelstam variables, 

There is only one singlet massless zero-norm state7
> in the spectrum, which is 

(4) 

The corresponding Ward identity is easily checked to be 

(5) 
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This is consistent with the result obtained by Veneziano through the canonical 

transformation of the string variables. Note that the identity in Eq. (5) is valid to all 

a-model loop (a') orders. 
We now turn to the first massive level state. There is only one positive-norm 

physical propagating mode at this level. The most general form of polarization is 

given by 

(6) 

with gauge conditions 

(7) 

The amplitude is defined to be 

(8) 

(9) 

The polarization doublet (cp.v, cp.) and the amplitude doublet( T1~'v, T1~') as given above 
describe the dynamics of the first massive state, We will use the method suggested 
in Ref. 14) to calculate Eqs. (8) and (9). To calculate Eq. (8), we first absorb the 
kinematic factor to the exponent, 

(10) 

then the correlation function can be obtained by using the following formula: 11
> 

(:eA::eA: ··· :eA:>=exp[I:<A;Ai>]. 
i<j 

(11) 

It is understood that only terms multilinear in c<n and c<2
> are picked up after 

evaluating the correlation function, and the factors cp.0 >c)2> should be replaced by cp.v. 

This method can be generalized to any higher rank polarization with arbitrary higher 

derivative ;;n X~' in the vertex operator. To make the SL(2, R) gauge fixing which 
corresponds to the well-known Mobius transformation, we choose x1=0, 0:S:xz:S:1, X3 

=1, x4=oo. After some calculation, we get 

r( -f-1)r( -f-1) 
r( ~ +2) 

There are two types of zer.o-norm states in the bosonic open string spectrum.?) 
They can be obtained either by standard spectrum analysis or generated in the 
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following way, 

Type I 

L-1ix> where Lmix>=O, m:::::1, Loix>=O, 

Type II 

(14) 

(L-z+3/2V-l)li>, whereLmli>=O, m:::::1, (Lo+1)li>=O. (15) 

Type I states have zero norm at any space time dimension, whereas type II states have 
zero norm only at D=26. A systematic construction of these zero-norm states has 
been given in Ref. 7). At the first massive level, we have a vector type I zero-norm 
state 

and a singlet type II zero-norm state 

The corresponding Ward identities are 

r( -f-1)r( -f-1) 

( ) 
P(s, t)=O 

and 

r ___?{+2 
2 

r( -f-1)r( -f-1) , 

( ) 
P (s, t)=O, 

r ___?{+2 
2 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

where we have used the on-shell condition of k;. The factors P and P' are 
polynomials of sand t, and can be explicitly verified to be zero after some calculation. 
Equations (18) and (19) are Ward identities associated with the stringy symmetries 
derived from worldsheet 6-model point of view in Ref. 7). 

We now come to deriving the interesting inter-particle Ward identity which _ 
begins to show up at the second massive states. We will first discuss the open string 
case. Before doing this, let us first classify the physical degrees of freedom at this 
mass level. There are two positive-norm physical propagating states at this mass 
leveU5

> The most general form of the first state lJf1 is given by 

(20) 

with gauge conditions 

C(p.u)=-3/2k).cp.u).' cp.=1/4kuk).cp.u).' -k2=4' 

2EP.p.;.+kp.kucp.uJ.=0. (21) 

Note that the form of Eqs. (20) and (21) differs from those of Ref. 15) by a zero-norm 
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states. One might call 1Jf1 the totally symmetric "spin" three state, and the remaining 

polarization c(p.v) and cp. are mere gauge artifacts. 

The amplitudes are given by 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

The polarization triplet {c(p.v.l), c(p.v), cp.} and the amplitude triplet { TP-"\ y<P.vl, TP.} as 

given above describe the 1Jf1 state. The second state lJfz is given by 

with gauge conditions 

kP.c[p.vJ=O, -k2=4. 

The amplitude is given by 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

Equations (22) ~ (24) and (27) can be calculated by using the same technique presented 

in Eq. (10) to be 

r( -f-1)r( -f-1) 
r( ~+2)· 

x {- tl2(t2 I 4 -1)klp.k1"k1• +3(sl2+ 1)tl2(tl2+ 1)k1<P.k1"k/l 

-3sl2(sl2+ 1)(tl2+ 1)kl<P.k3"k3•l+ sl2(s2 I 4-1)k3P.k3"k3•}, 

r( -f7 )r( )f-!) {s/2(s/2+ l){t/2+ I) 
r ..1£+2 

2 

+(sl2+ 1)tl2(tl2+ 1)}k3[P.kl"1 • 

(28) 

(29) 

(30) 

(31) 
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The zero-norm states of this mass level can be calculated to be 

C, [kAB' !'va-rAa-r~'a-rv + B'(!'v)a-r~'a_zv]IO, k) , 

B~v=B~!', k~'B~v= r;~'vB~v=O; (32) 

Dr, {(5/2k!'kv85. + 7JI'vB;.)a_rva-r~'a-/+9k(!'e~)a-z~'a-rv +3B~a-a~'}jO, k), 

k·B'=O; (33) 

Dz, {(1/2k!'kvBA +2r;!'vBA)a-rv a-r~'a-rA+9k[I'BvJa-z[~'a_rvJ + 12BI'a-a~'}IO, k>, 

k·B=O; (34) 

E, {(3/5k!'kvkA + 1/5r;!'vkA)a-rva-r~'a-rA 

+ (2/5r;l'v+ 11/5k!'kv)a-r~'a_zv -2kl'a-a~'}jO, k>, (35) 

where Dr and Dz states are obtained by symmetrizing and antisymmetrizing those 
terms which involve a-/a-zv in the original type I and type II vector zero-norm states. 
Ward identities can now be easily written down 

kA e~v Tz (!'VA)+ e~v Tz (!'V) = 0 ' ( 36) 

(5/2kl'kv85. + 7J!'vBA) Tz<l'vA)+9k~'e~ Tz<l'v)+3B~Tz~'=O, (37) 

(1/2k!'kvBA +2r;!'vBA) Tz(!'vA)+9ki'Bv Tz[!'vJ + 1281' Tz~'=O, (38) 

(3/5k!'kvkA + 1/5r;!'vkA) Tz(!'VA)+(2/5r;!'v+ 11/5k!'kv) Tz(!'v)_2k!'T2~'=0. (39) 

Equations (36)~(39) can be explicitly verified after some lengthy algebra. One has to 
check the vanishing of a polynomial of sixth degree in s, t and e in each case. It is 
now easy to see the identities (36), (37) and (39) correspond to Wr state, whereas 
identity (38) generated by Dz zero-norm state relates amplitudes for lJ1i and 7Jfz states. 
Equation (38) implies that Wr and 7Jfz indeed form a gauge multiplet. This is consis
tent with the result obtained in Ref. 11) from the worldsheet 6-model point of view. 
Note that one has to consider the amplitude triplet of lJii, {Tz<!'vAl, Tz<l'vl, Tz~'}, in order 
to see apparently the inter-particle symmetry. The usual "gauge choice" for Wr, 
{c(!'vA), Tz<l'vAl} with traceless and transverse gauge conditions, will hide this interesting 
"hidden stringy symmetry". 

We can now derive the closed string Ward identities by using the relationship 
between closed and open string amplitudesr4

J 

Aclosed=-JrK2sin(7rkz·ka)Aopen(s, t)Aopen(t, u). 

For example, the Ward identity corresponding to Dz®D2 zero-norm state is 

(1/ 4k!'kvkakp8Ar + 7JI'vkakPBAr + 7JaPk!'kvBAr+4 7J!'v7Jap8Ar) Tz(!'VA)(aPr) 

+ (9 /2k!'kvka8Ap + 18r;!'vka8Ap) Tz(!'vA)[aPJ 

+ (9/2kakPk!'Brv+ 187}apkp.Brv) Tz[!'v](aPr) 

+ 81k!'ka8vp Tz[!'v][ap] + (6k!'kvBAa + 24 7JI'vBAa) Tz(!'vA)a 

(40) 
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+ (6kakP8rl- + 24 7Jap8,;_) T/(aPr) + 108k.u8va T2[,uv]a 

+ 108ka8p.uT2.u[aPJ+ 1448.ul-T2.u•=o, 

359 

(41) 

where B.uv is a constant tensor with k.u8.uv=kv8.uv=O. In Eq. (41) the definition of, e.g., 
T2(,uvJ.)[ap] is 

others can be similarly written down. One can also write down the symmetry 

transformation in the first order weak field approximation for Eq. (41). Let 

M.uvJ.,aPr(X), E.uv,ap7 (X), G.uvJ.,ap(X) and A.uv,ap(X) be the four physical propagating 

background fields of the second massive level (,ul.ltl=(,ul.ltl) and ,u21=[,u21]), the inter

particle gauge transformation is (replace k.u by O.u, and 7J.uv by - 7J.uv in Eq. (41) 

according to our convention in Ref. 7)) 

oE.uv,aPr=9/2o<a0pO[.u8rlvJ-18r;<aPO[.u8rlvJ , 

oG.uvJ-,ap=9/2o<.uoveJ[a8;.JpJ-18r;<.uvO[a8mJ , 

(43) 

where a.ue.uv(X)=ov8.uv(X)=O and (0-4) B.uv(X)=O, the other five background fields 

are just gauge artifacts according to Eq. (21). Equation (43) is consistent with the 

result we obtained from generalized 6-model point of view in Ref 11). However, the 

method used in this paper can be easily generalized to superstring massive cases, 

which turn out to be too messy to obtain from 6-model approach.13
l 

We have considered only four-point amplitudes which contain only one non

tachyon particle. In general, we can consider n-point amplitudes consisting of any 

kind of massive states. This will give us all kinds of Ward identities including those 

which are associated with inter-mass level symmetries. 16
l Moreover, our construc

tion has interesting implication on low dimensional string theory. Works in this 

direction is currently being progressed. 
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